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CW: Emily is what we’d call a “Jill” of all trades:
genius behind ‘The Doyle Treatment’ design
studio, employed by some of opera’s rising
stars, a former employee of the Santa Fe
Opera, science nerd and lover of astronomy,
wife to acclaimed baritone Anthony Michaels-
Moore, and a new mother to their beautiful 16
month old daughter Mia. This drop-dead
gorgeous, talented, creative woman truly has it
all! Emily, a New Mexico native, has put down
roots there, but the family travels with Anthony
as often as possible. This year they have been
on the road in Milan and Bavaria, and will be in
London this coming fall. Serendipitously, she
gets to work from and nest at home in Santa Fe
this summer while Anthony appears in the
World Premiere of Cold Mountain at the Santa
Fe Opera. Emily is one of my dearest friends
and greatest inspirations - thank you Em for
sharing your insight with The Artisan Traveler!

CW: You once told me that your courtship with
Anthony was spent dating around the world,
wherever he happened to be working.  You
two even lived abroad for a few years. What were some unexpected obstacles you faced
when you entered into this lifestyle, and how did you cope with them? Conversely, what were
some unforeseen joys?

EDM: Anthony and I met at The Santa Fe Opera in 2008; I was working in Development and
he was singing his first Falstaff. My boss, the Director of Development at the time, asked me to
interview him for inclusion in a Funding Proposal for major donors of Paul Moravec's new
opera 'The Letter,' in which Anthony would be starring the following season. …And to this day
our interview is going very well!

The first year and a half of our relationship was long distance; we dated in whatever city
Anthony happened to be singing: our first 3 dates were in Denver, 4th date in Barcelona, 5th
in Vienna, then onto Chicago and Miami… Of course I was still working full-time in Santa Fe,
so our visits were limited to weekends and any holiday time I could scrape together. The
travel was wonderful; it gave us a structure and something to look forward to after several
weeks apart. It wasn't until Anthony returned to Santa Fe the following summer that we were
able to both live and work in the same city and enjoy that little thing called Real Life.
Thankfully it just kept on being lovely, so at the end of 2009 I traded my full-time job at the
Opera for freelance web, photography and design work. We began a life together on the
road, living for months at a time wherever Anthony was singing -- Barcelona, Paris, Cologne,
Bergen, all over Japan, and of course London.



In 2010 we married in Santa Fe and
used England as our home base for
the next two years before Anthony's
green card came through. In 2012
we bought our home in Santa Fe
and in 2014 we welcomed Mia, our
now 16-month old little wonder, into
our lives. Through it all I have been in
the fortunate position of doing work I
love from wherever we are. I can be
truly present in Mia's early years while
also contributing to our income on
my schedule…and of course stay in
my pajamas until it's time to slip into a
dress for the opera (priorities!)

But there are obstacles… As you
know, and as anyone in the business
will tell you, not all aspects of this
lifestyle are fancy orfabulous. The
actual travel to and from each city is
a grind of airports, missing luggage
and confused time zones. Plus, the

time spent apart and alone is quite challenging. Anthony nearly missed Mia's birth in New
Mexico and had to return to Los Angeles for opening night of 'Billy Budd' within 24 hours of her
arrival, leaving me alone with a newborn and slightly terrified. And this past Winter he had to
be away working in London while Mia and I held down the fort in Santa Fe. We were apart
from December 27 to March 14; Mia's first birthday came and went (celebrated over Skype),
our beloved cat passed away unexpectedly, and we battled a couple of major leaks in our
roof during a particularly snowy stretch. These little heartaches would have been much
easier faced together rather than from opposite sides of the Atlantic.

All of that said, my memories from
behind the scenes and on the road
are truly priceless --- from setting eyes
on Japan's Mt. Fuji to the fjords of
Norway, and so much in between.
I've seen Sir John Falstaff huff and
puff his way up 3 flights of stairs (!) on
the Parisian stage and Sharpless
plead his position to thousands of
people watching on the big screen
in London's Trafalgar Square. Most
recently I was thrilled to watch
history unfold from royal box seats at
Teatro alla Scala, with the World
Premiere of Battistelli's 'CO2' in which
Anthony was starring. (Plus, while we
were in Milan Mia learned to
walk…and say "ciao!")



CW: Like many 21st century women, you balance marriage, motherhood, and career;
however, you have to juggle it all while traveling several months a year.  How do you create
a harmonious “home” on the road?

EDM: By freelancing as a web designer I have the luxury of autonomy and a schedule of my
choosing. This is what allows me to strive for balance. It would be much more difficult if, like
many moms, I had to work full-time in a job that required me to be present in an office from 9
to 5. Rather, I get to take my work with me. So when a tasty design job comes my way I make
it work because I love exercising that part of my brain. It is not unheard of for me to spend
the day with Mia and then sit down to work from 9pm to 4am in order to get a site launched
in time for a client's upcoming season, big debut, or opening night.

Becoming a parent has taught me that Home is where my family is, not my stuff. And through
traveling I've learned a lot about letting go and embracing the experience. It's best to find
the good and concentrate on it, whatever it is. (Plus, nothing is forever, even the bad wiring
poking out from our apartment walls in Athens or the endless traffic noise in a busy city like
Milan.)  To keep life harmonious we simply do things together as a family. From the mundane,
like shopping for groceries, to more memorable outings like lake-hopping through Northern
Italy. Also, Anthony is elegantly English, meaning a cuppa tea and a chat is a very real and
regular occurrence in our day.

CW: You’re married to a performing artist, but your
work is incredibly creative. How do you stay
energetic, productive, and inspired when you’re
away?

EDM: I see our individual work and creativity as
complementary; Anthony and I are always
bouncing ideas off of one another and pushing
those ideas and projects to new places (2 Aries
both alike in dignity…)

In terms of staying inspired, I have found it's in the
DOING, the "being away" around new places,
friends (!), foods and languages, all of which help
to keep me fresh. I think the exercise of 'newness' is
really important; it gets me out of my comfort zone
and gives me the opportunity to improvise and
learn.

However, productivity is a challenge because
there is just so much to process while traveling.
Simply living, enjoying and appreciating the
moment while also keeping up with the amount of
laundry a toddler produces feels like enough. I try

to practice a phrase Anthony is always saying, "little and often." I'm slowly becoming less 'all
or nothing.' But I admit that my productivity flows best once I'm settled back home in Santa
Fe and can get down to work with my newest inspirations, projects and goals (Italian
language lessons and planting raised-bed gardens, anyone?)



CW: Name five things (besides Anthony and Mia, of course) you can’t leave home without.

EDM:
1. Nikon DSLR camera
2. Macbook Pro with Adobe's Creative Suite (the gold-plated lobster of software in my book;
makes any design project possible)
3. iPod loaded with past and present episodes of 'Star Talk Radio'. I fall asleep every night
listening to big ideas about the Universe. It helps put everything into perspective and quiet
my own racing brain.
4. Honey-Mango Shave Cream from Trader's Joe's (I should buy stock in it…it's seriously the
best.)
5. A vat of extra crunchy peanut butter --- because I am human and have needs. (And
"buddah," as Mia calls it, is not so easy to find across Europe!)

CW: How do you make healthy living a priority while traveling? Could you share one of your
go-to recipes with us?

EDM: Well, when a frosty pint of German Heiferweizen or a buttery French croissant is
beckoning to me I am hardly the poster child for healthy living on the road. Just living -- ha! Is
that horrible to admit on a blog about the art of living healthfully while traveling???

But there are a few healthy strategies that work for me: resistance bands are light and fit in
any suitcase, Guiltless foods (grain-free breads/cookies/tortillas/pizzas made with seeds,
www.getguiltless.com), and a decent daily walk with Anthony and Mia to the closest bit of
nature, preferably with the promise of dog-walk sightings so she can exclaim "GOG!" And
again, 'little and often' --- yoga, sit-ups, pushups, and squats can be done anywhere, in fits

and starts, which is pretty much the only
way to get 'em done with a toddler running
around leaving total destruction in her wake
;)

My go-to recipes are variations on the
humble salad loaded with seasonal
veggies, dried fruits, nuts, seeds and topped
with a piece of grilled fish or lean meat.
Really simple and easy to create from
anywhere we are in the world.

CW: Here are the Sweet Potato Tofu
Enchiladas Emily and I made with ‘Guiltless
Superfoods’ seed tortillas and a spicy mole
sauce. Healthy and delicious with just the
right amount of Santa Fe spice! Recipe:
http://ohmyveggies.com/meatless-
monday-sweet-potato-and-tofu-
enchiladas-with-peanut-mole-sauce/

Visit www.thedoyletreatment.com for more information on Emily’s work and client list.


